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Abstract 
The geographically diverse United States has modernized and clustered populations 

near sprawling urban areas. Yet the surface land of the United States is so vast that there 
remain virgin open spaces that are largely unaltered. The U.S. is blessed with a powerful 
wind resource that can be harnessed to generate clean, renewable electricity at minimal 
environmental costs. Energy produced by a wind turbine is proportional to the wind speed 
cubed, so without diving too deep into comparisons with other energy producing systems, 
we can consider the wind resource a low-hanging fruit. That is, the existing technology is 
mature and the resource is ample. 

With renewable energy portfolio standards in effect and an exponentially growing 
wind industry (Renewable Energy World), the placement of wind turbines is non-trivial. 
Indeed wind turbines can be placed on lands used for other purposes (like farms for 
example) to maximize land use, yet must be spaced apart a certain distance to ensure 
efficient operation. Similarly, turbines can neither encroach upon endangered animal 
habitats nor be placed on some sensitive national parks. Considering all the different factors 
that make a site advantageous or undesirable can be daunting. Using R and modeling 
techniques, one can sort out the relationship among many variables and their interaction 
with the location of wind turbines. The following analysis develops the model and produces 
a map that predicts the most likely sites for future wind farm construction. 

The probability map generated seeks to provide a realistic turn on the NREL wind 
resource data, considering infrastructure1 and investment incentives. The probability map 
highlights sites that would be most easily integrated into the current system – it is a 
marginal wind site predictor. 
 

Introduction 
 The selected study area is the contiguous United States. One of the goals of the 
project was to spatially discover how some factors like Renewable Portfolio Standards and 
electricity rates within a state could skew the likelihood of wind farm sites, even if the wind 
resource is consistent over an adjacent geographic region. For this reason, we excluded HI 
and AK – we could have completed the analysis on the states but since the regions are so 
isolated from the rest of the states, the specific data would not be easily comparable. 

This project could have been completed on the scale of one or several states. We 
chose a larger scope to gain insight on how likely it could be for turbine implementation in 
states with little wind resource or lack of political/economic incentive. Similarly, an analysis 
like this could be completed for another country. The model produced in R would naturally 
have different coefficients because weightings on variables would vary and depend on 
experimentally produced points and available, applicable spatial data. 

Wind energy production in the United States, as we know it (in the form of large 
turbines driving electrical equipment to produce electricity), began after the 1970s oil 
crises. The environmental movement seized the moment to develop small-scale wind farms. 

Ongoing surface winds occur at the bases of mountains, where air is funneled 
through a comparatively smaller cross-sectional area. Many different types of geographic 
formations and atmospheric conditions can cause high winds, but for the purposes of this 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1!Over!the!course!of!the!paper,!“infrastructure”!may!be!used!to!refer!to!both!Major!Roads!and!Major!
Transmission!Lines!layers!in!the!probability!distribution!map.!
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report, it is worth recognizing the correlation between large elevation changes and a large 
wind resource. Conversely, the Southeast United States has a low wind resource partly 
because of stable elevation. The wind resource across the globe follows this pattern and so 
this correlation is a global phenomenon. 

!
Figure'1:'A'locator'map'of'our'geographic'region,'the'contiguous'United'States.'The'projection'used'is'
USA'Contiguous'Albers'Equal'Area'Conic'to'ensure'accurate'areas.'
!

Data 
The end goal of the data collection and subsequent analysis is to generate an 

attribute table listing all wind farm site variables such as: distance to transmission lines, 
distance to major roads, RPS2, subsidy, or incentive data for the state of each wind site, 
location of endangered bird species habitat, location of national park land, average 
electricity rates in each state, and the wind resource. With data from these seven influential 
factors, one can build a model to predict the weighting of each variable. From this model, 
one can plot a probability distribution for the entire study region, given inputs for each of 
the variables. 

The decision to use variables as a function of area suitable for wind turbines, was 
made with careful counseling from wind analyst James Apple3. Intuitively, the rated wind 
resource at any given point will play a role in predicting wind farm locations. Roads will be 
an important variable – if there is no access for turbine manufacturing companies to deliver 
the materials necessary for a turbine, there can be no wind farm. Similar reasoning holds 
for transmission lines: the wind farm needs to pass the produced electricity to the grid for 
management and delivery. Bird habitat area has caused wind farm projects to be halted for 
placement on endangered avian flight paths (Stoutenberg et. al.). Similarly, ecological 
groups strive to block wind projects in national parks, justifying the inclusion of this data as 
a layer (Goodnough). States with high electricity rates are more likely able to incorporate 
wind electricity into the grid, because wind has been traditionally more expensive per kWh 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2!RPS!–!common!abbreviation!for!Renewable!Portfolio!Standards!
3!James!Apple,!Wind!Analyst!at!Garrad!Hassan!(a!firm!that!analyzes!if!land!is!suitable!for!the!building!of!a!
turbine):!<jja262@gmail.com>!
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delivered. RPS will also incentivize the construction of wind farms directly through monetary 
means and subsidies and indirectly through long-term goals. 

Data collection for wind turbine location was accomplished using Open Energy Info, 
an open source conglomerate of wind turbine locationsi. The points’ latitude and longitude 
values were manually entered the latitudes and longitudes of each point and reached close 
to 1000 wind sites. Next we aimed to have a high-resolution wind map of the United States 
and in order to do this, we stitched together individual state maps from NRELii.  

Wind!Power!
Class!

Resource!
Potential!

Wind!Power!Density!at!50!m!
(W/m^2)!

Wind!Speed!at!50!m!
(m/s)!

Wind!Speed!at!50!m!
(mph)!

1! Poor! 0Z200! 0.0Z5.6! 0.0Z12.5!
2! Marginal!! 200Z300! 5.6Z6.4! 12.5Z14.3!
3! Fair! 300Z400! 6.4Z7.0! 14.3Z15.7!
4! Good! 400Z500! 7.0Z7.5! 15.7Z16.8!
5! Excellent! 500Z600! 7.5Z8.0! 16.8Z17.9!
6! Outstanding! 600Z800! 8.0Z8.8! 17.8Z19.7!
7! Superb! >800! >8.8! >19.7!
Table'1:'This'is'the'attribute'for'the'wind'shape'file'along'with'the'Wind'Power'Density'that'
corresponds'to'the'Wind'Power'Class'for'any'given'state'(NREL). 

 
After all the stitching, however, the success rate spatially joining turbine points to 

this unified layer was about 40%. For this reason, another wind density layer was used from 
Rextagiii. Although this layer was at lower resolution, it had 100% success at spatially 
joining to every turbine point.  
 The layer containing endangered birds was originally a layer containing all 
endangered species habitat in the United States. This layer was obtained from the Bureau of 
Land Managementiv. A long process of removing non-avian species ensued until only bats, 
owls, and other avian species were left. The data containing all major U.S. roads was 
obtained from Branner Libraryv. The State and National Park data was obtained from ESRI’s 
online resource and its source data is called “ESRI, National Park Service, Tele Atlas North 
America, Inc”vi. The data for Renewable Portfolio Standards originated from the database in 
the climate central websitevii. This RPS data was then normalized so that each state could be 
compared to each other. For example since each state has set a goal for percentage 
renewable by X date (different years for different states), the following equation was used 
to normalize and compare those RPS goals: 
 

Scaled! RPS! =! (current! year! –! year! RPS! enacted)! *! (Percentage! renewables!
goal)/(duration!it!takes!to!reach!goal!(yrs)).!!!!! ! ! ! [Eqn.'1]!

 
The electricity rates per state were obtained from the U.S. Energy Information 

Administration.viii The road data was obtained from Branner Library under US Census data, 
the layer includes Major US Roads. The transmission line data also orginated from Branner 
Library from Rextag, a company that provides energy related statistics and maps.  
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Figure'2:'A'simplified'view'of'the'variables'and'imported'data'sets'involved'in'the'analysis.'
 

The above diagram shows seven variables that are independent for the most part. 
The dashed line shows possible covariance for example when one builds a transmission line 
one will usually build roads to support the equipment trucks. States with high electricity 
rates have incentives to lower this cost/demand with renewable energy and set high RPS 
goals. Finally the habitat of endangered birds is more likely to be made into state or 
national park land than regular land.  
  

Methodology 
Step 1: Add Wind Turbine Points (Add Data/ Display XY Data / Export Data / Project) 

Each of the turbine sites were manually entered via Latitude and Longitude into 
excel. The data was then exported from Excel as a comma delimited file and 
imported into ArcGIS. The Data is plotted as XY points and exported to make the 
layer permanent. Source of Data: http://en.openei.org/wiki/Map_of_Wind_Farms 
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!
Figure'3:'Analysis'Flowchart'detailing'mapPbuilding'procedure.'
 
Step 2: Generate Random Points that Represent Absent Turbine Locations (Point Buffer / 

Erase / Create Random Points) 
This step creates locations of turbines that do not exist or have not been built. This 
involves taking the area of the United States and subtracting a buffered area around 
the points of turbines that do exist. A buffer radius of 100km was chosen because 
this radius best encompassed both islands of wind density and local transmission 
lines surrounding the existent wind turbines as seen in Figure 4 below. 

!
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!
Figure'4:!This'map'shows'a'magnified'inset'of'four'existent'wind'turbines'with'a'buffer'encapsulating'
the' local'wind'density' and' transmission' lines.'A'buffer' radius' of' 100'km'proved' ideal' at' capturing'
both' transmission' lines' and' wind' densities' and' excluding' this' area' from' generation' for' false' or'
“Nonexistent”'wind'turbines.'
!

Remaining is the area for possible wind farms characterized by less suitable land and 
wind. After generating the same number random points within this area as existing 
turbines, there is a 1 to 1 count of “absent turbines” to “present turbines”. This 
collective of both will be known as “collective turbines”. 

 
Step 3: Produce Wind Data (Project / Union / Spatial Join) 

Originally high-resolution state wind resource data from NREL was stitched together 
using the union tool. However, after using this vector, many land areas were not 
covered and this data proved insufficient. After some searching wind data from 
Branner library under the folder Gis_LAB/Data/Rextag/renewables was located. This 
vector map covering the US contains values from 1-7 that represent wind power 
density ranging from 0-800 MW/m2. The next step was to spatially join to the 
collective turbines from the wind potential vector. 

 
Step 4: Add National Parks Land (Add Data / Spatial Join) 

Based on recent news, there exists public dissent to building wind turbines in public 
land such as national parks (Goodnough). Accordingly a spatial join to the collective 
turbines from designated parkland (in vector form) was made. This park vector data 
was downloaded from the online ESRI website using the search term  “national 
park”. The name of the layer is “US National Park Land”. 

 
Step 5: Add Endangered Birds Layer (Add Data / Spatial Join) 
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There is also evidence that wind turbines in land occupied by endangered bird 
species is problematic (Thorngate, 4). Thus, a spatial join to the collective turbine 
data from the endangered bird vector was needed. 

 
Step 6: Find Distance to Transmission Line (Add Data / Near) 

Using the Near tool, the distance from the turbine to the nearest transmission line 
was calculated in meters and is added to the attribute table of the collective wind 
turbines. 
 

Step 7: Find Distance to Major U.S. Roads (Add Data / Near) 
The distance from the turbines to the roads was calculated and added to attribute 
table of the collective turbines layer. 

 
Linear Regression Model in R 

With this data a summarized table containing all the turbines and their corresponding 
variables is built. Below is an example.4 The data from Table 2 below will be used to 
construct an optimized model of suitable places for wind turbines.  
 

State 
RPS 
2020 Subsidies #turbines Wind_CLASS 

Dist 
Trans(m) Dist_Road(m) 

End. 
Birds 

Nat.  
Park 

Turbine_
Observed 

CA 20% 
10 
Million 31 6 10636.65786 856.4987 0 0 1 

OH 15% 8 Million 2 2 926.802874 22.4794 0 1 0 
IA 10% 3 Million 76 3 5334.427377 6466.4443 0 0 1 

Table'2:'Turbine'and'its'corresponding'variable'table'–'used'to'create'regression'model.'
 

The binary 1 or 0 values for the “End. Birds” and “Nat. Park” columns equate to True 
or False for the presence of the turbine in land with endangered birds or national parks. The 
1 or 0 value from the last column indicates if the turbine is a real turbine or if it was 
generated from the random point generator and truly absent. 
 
Example of Output Function 

During conversations with wind analyst James Apple, it was noted that there is not a 
standard way to split wind farms into size categories. Given this observation and the intent 
to determine size categories, for the purpose of this project we adopted the same standards 
that the state government of Idaho draftedix. These standards are in Table 3. The reason 
wind farms are split by size is to notice a difference in variable sensitivity. For example, 
perhaps for large wind farms, where there are many turbines, the manufacturer will prefer 
to build in states that offer large subsidies because everything is being done in bulk and the 
subsidies add up. For precision, it is advantageous to split up the sizes of wind farms. 
 
Type Power Output Number of Turbines 
Small Wind Farm 1 – 10 MW 1 – 5 turbines 
Medium Wind Farm 10 – 50 MW 5 – 10 turbines 
Large Wind Farm >50 MW >10 turbines 
Table'3:'Categorization'of'Wind'Farm'Size'based'on'Power'and'number'of'Turbines.'
 
A linear regression was run within R and an optimized model and a logistical regression was 
produced in the equation form seen below: 
 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4!It!is!important!to!note!that!much!of!this!work!has!been!completed!(after!considerable!time!and!effort)!
because!this!analysis!is!in!tandem!with!another!project!in!ESYS!211:!Fundamentals!of!Modeling.!
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% Probability of building wind turbine = 1 / (1 + exp(-(Intercept + α*Ewind + β*IDist2Trans + 
γ* ΓBirds + ΨParks + εRPS+ λRates + ηDist2Roads)))      [Eqn.'2]!
!
Coefficient' Small'Wind'Farm' Medium'Wind'Farm' Large'Wind'Farm'
Intercept ! Z3.505885e+00! Z2.150665e+00! Z2.706079e+00!

Α (Wind) 7.745173eZ01! 5.471273eZ01! 4.064842eZ01!

Β (Dist2Trans)! Z5.129436eZ05! Z4.430958eZ05! Z4.331722eZ05!

Γ (Birds)! Z1.211508e+01! Z1.154208e+01! Z1.238452e+01!

Ψ (Parks)! Z2.001464e+00! Z2.487379e+00! Z1.784832e+00!

ε (RPS)! 2.368688eZ01! 1.914710eZ01! 2.529276eZ01!

λ (Rates)! 5.855113eZ02! Z2.514269eZ02! 1.553952eZ02!

η (Dist2Road)! Z2.443248eZ04! Z2.004086eZ04! Z1.512674eZ04!

Table'4:'The'three'sets'of'logistical'regression'coefficients,'based'on'wind'farm'size'as'seen'in'table'3,'
are'shown'above'and'correspond'to'Equation'2.'
!

Table 4 doesn’t tell a complete story because the variables all differ depending on a 
what wind farm size category they belong to. However this equation and set of coefficients 
can be used in the future to determine an approximation of wind farm production 
probability. 

Use of the “Fishnet” tool enables the creation of a medium sized grid of the United 
States. The grid cells have a dimension of 13 square kilometers because the larger wind 
farms have a footprint of 10 – 30 acres and 13 square kilometers is about a fourth of this. 
In order to cover the range of medium and small wind farmsx. It is important not to reel in 
the grid size too much because the typical raster cell should correspond to the level of 
precision with the model. 
 

Results 
The wind probability distribution functions for the most likely small-scale, medium-

scale, and large-scale wind sites are mapped in Figures 5-10 (below), using the GLM 
(Generalized Linear Model) generated in R. Major trends are as follows: 
  

- Perhaps most visually explicit is the similarity between the three wind models. It 
turns out that existing wind turbines share similar influence from each of the variables. 
Unsurprisingly, the easiest, or most likely constructions are small-scale wind sites, while 
least likely sites are large wind farms. It was still worthwhile to categorize wind farms, as 
one can see when comparing Figures 6 and 8. 

- RPS is an influential variable, as seen by the distinction between NY and PA and TX 
and LA, for example. The infrastructure (roads + infrastructure) is assumed to be similar 
along the state borders, while the wind resource is approximately identical. 
 - Wind Resource remains a crucial variable – even in states like AL and MS with high 
infrastructure and no avian life or national parks, the lack of a wind resource explains why 
the probability of a wind site is negligible. 
 - National Parks has an interesting interaction in upstate New York (Figures 5-8). 
Apparently the presence of a nearby national park does not reduce the site’s micro or large-
scale wind farm probability, but it dramatically reduces the site’s medium-scale wind farm 
probability. This highlights an inconsistency in the model and points to either an anomaly in 
the collected data (a medium-scale wind farm on a national park site) or in the random 
turbine generation step of the Methods section. 
 - It is difficult to note the visual effect of the Avian Habitat variable. In reality wind 
farms have not been built on endangered species habitats. Similarly, the model assumption 
claims that wind farms will never be constructed on such a site. Consequently, the variable 
is given heavy weighting the GLM equation, and since there will never be wind sites on 
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avian habitats, visually this is represented by an absence of blue grids. Further discussion 
on why Avian Habitat polygons should cover greater territory explored in the Conclusion. 
 - Distance to Transmission Lines is a moderately influential variable (Figure 9). 
Further discussion on why the variable is not more influential can be found in the Conclusion 
section. 

- Major Roads is a very influential variable (Figure 10), and a discussion on why this 
occurs can be found in the Conclusion section. 
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!
Figure'5:'Probability'distribution'plot'of'micro'wind'farms'–'major'candidate'sites'appear'over'the'Great'Plains,'Texas,'California,'and'the'densely'populated'
and'RPSDminded'Northeast. 
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!
Figure'6:'Probability'distribution'plot'of'mediumDscale'wind' farms'–'Nevada,'New'York,'and'Maine'remain'bold' (and' likely),'while' some'states' like'New'
Jersey,'California,'and'New'Hampshire'are'disincentivized. 
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!
Figure'7:'Probability'distribution'plot'of'largeDscale'wind'farms'–'Aggressive'RPS'states'with'a'decent'wind'resource'and'a'high'density'of'infrastructure'are'
obvious'choices' (CA,'NY,'TX,'ME,'NV,' IA,'etc).' Inset'shows'a'region'on' the'borders'of'TX,'LA,'AR,'OK,'where'a'very'similar'wind'resource' is' shared'–'RPS,'
electric'rates,'and'infrastructure'render'the'TX'locations'much'more'likely'sites'of'wind'farms,'demonstrating'how'this'wind'farm'probability'distribution'
varies'widely'from'the'NREL'available'wind'resource'map(s). 
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Figure'8:'The'avian'habitats'and'national'parks'overlain'on'the'micro'wind'probability'distribution'
map,'illustrating'“holes”'on'the'probability'maps'(Figs'4@6)'are'often'a'result'of'these'variables.''

!
Figure'9:'Transmission'line'vector'data'overlain'on'the'small'wind'farm'probability'distribution'map,'
illustrating'moderate'correlation'in'the'distribution'function.'
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!
Figure'10:'Major'road'vector'data'overlain'on'the'small8track'wind'farm'probability'distribution'map,'illustrating'high'correlation'in'the'distribution'
function. 
 

Conclusions 
For people in the energy or cleantech world, the probability distribution map demonstrates a few expected and unexpected 

results. First and perhaps most optimistically, there is a lot of “low hanging fruit,” or easily accessible, highly probable locations for wind 
farm development. A surprising result evident from the map is how states like Wyoming or Arizona, with large wind resources, are less 
likely sites for turbine construction than wind-poor states New Jersey and Connecticut. The spatial relationship emphasizes the 
importance of RPS and dense infrastructure. That is not to say that CT and NJ should be the next locations to build turbines, but simply 
based on trends, those locations would be more likely. More than anything else, the standout surprise in our results is how dominant a 
role infrastructure plays in aligning to wind farm sites (existing and future). The investigative decision to incorporate many variables in 
the probability function proved meaningful, as disparate variables proved significant. 

 
Further questions: 
-Would a different model in R fit better? 

Many variables were used in the probability distribution function. The GLM selected was used in a similar fashion as the GLM from 
Lab 6 from Earth Systems 144 at Stanford University. Perhaps a binomial or other distribution system would have yielded a different 
probability function and thus a unique map. 
 
-What does it mean that the correlation between roads and potential wind sites is approximately 1:1? 
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This question becomes a chicken-and-egg debate. How can one know whether the major road existed first, which is why the 
wind farm was built, or whether the road was built to gain access to the already-standing wind farm? Figure 10 above merely highlights 
an important underlying element of our model. The model addresses the low-hanging fruit. Our model calculates the most likely wind 
sites, given the current major transmission and road data. If a wind turbine is built in the middle of nowhere, some form of road will 
exist in the immediate vicinity for maintenance reasons, as will some form of electric grid connection, which brings up a concern with 
our raw data in the Sources of Error section below. 
 
Sources of Error: 
 

!
Figure' 11:' Accurate' transmission' line' data?' A' clear' illustration' of' incomplete' transmission' data' in' our' model,' likely' producing' a' model' that’s'
imprecise.'
!

Graphically one can tell from Figure 11 that there are no transmission lines near wind farm sites in New Mexico. It is 
understandable that not all transmission lines will be included in a US-wide vector projection of major transmission lines. Assuming that 
all wind farm sites are on the grid and too large for personal use (true for NM wind farms), there must exist easily accessible 
transmission. This suggests that non-major transmission lines can be used to add wind electricity to the grid. The result of having no 
layer designated to minor transmission is that our model reduces the importance of grid locality. In reality, nearby transmission should 
play a greater role in predicting future wind farm sites. The model has been limited by the ELEC_TRANS data. 
 Another potential source for error is the data acquired from the Bureau of Land Management. The layer of endangered avian 
habitats is overlain on the final probability distribution map in Figure 8. In reality the avian habitat area may extend further than the 
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data source indicates. The variation per habitat also varies per species. For example, in 2009 the Stanford Wind and Solar Energy 
Project’s planned wind turbine site in Salinas California, which was to be located in between CA Condor habitat areas, interfered with 
Condor migration patterns (Stoutenberg et. al.). The final distribution map may spatially overemphasize the wind site potential near 
avian sites. 
 One last element to consider is the timeline of RPS initiatives. As mentioned in the introduction, wind farms have been built for 
decades, before the advent of RPS. The current model and probability distribution map assumes that all wind sites have been 
constructed as a result of or in response to RPS initiatives. It is true that wind has exponentially increased in recent years (Renewable 
Energy World), but this is a weakness in the model.  
 
Moving Forward: 
 John Horn has created a Google Fusion Table kml file that provides wind farm probability values at each grid point in the United 
States and can be shared upon request. The symbology of the tool can be improved upon and adjusting the tool so that policy makers 
can analyze what happens if a given state changes RPS measures. A web-based tool would be powerful and could even become a start-
up project that caters to private companies such as Garrad Hassan and MAP Royalties or federal entities such as the Dept. of Energy.  
 To improve the existing model and methodology, better transmission line data needs to be located. Since the layer used was 
“Major Transmission Lines” in the USA, a layer like “Minor Transmission Lines” would be useful to pursue. Or if all transmission vector 
data from each state is available, one could use the union tool to merge the vector data together. 
 Finally, it may be worthwhile to run the same approach in a different country (with enough data points for a real statistical 
model). The same variable weighting would support the legitimacy of the probability distribution function for the contiguous United 
States. 
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End Notes 
•  
• 1 "Wind Power | Open Energy Information." Energy Information, Data, and 

Other Resources | OpenEI.  date produced:  2011. 
<http://en.openei.org/wiki/Gateway:Wind>. 

• 1 "NREL: Dynamic Maps, GIS Data, and Analysis Tools - Wind Data." National 
Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) Home Page. GCS_WGS_ 1984, date 
produced: 2009-2010. <http://www.nrel.gov/gis/data_wind.html>. 

• 1 REXTAG - Branner Library - GIS_Lab / Data / RexTag / Renewables 
• http://www.rextagstrategies.com/gis_electricity 
• 1 "GIS Data & Maps." BLM - The Bureau of Land Management. NAD83, date 

produced: 2010-2011. <http://www.blm.gov/ut/st/en/fo/grand_staircase-
escalante/more/gis_data___maps.print.html>. 

• 1 US Major Roads - Branner Library - GIS_Lab / Data / Census / United States 
/ Roads 

• 1 Entitled USA Parks, ESRI, National Park Service, Tele Atlas North America, 
Inc 

• 1 "Map." Climate Change | Climate Central. Date Produced: 2010 - 
<http://www.climatecentral.org/rps/map.html>. 

• 1 "EIA - Electricity Prices by State." U.S. Energy Information Administration 
(EIA). Date Produced: 2010 . 
<http://www.eia.gov/tools/faqs/faq.cfm?id=507>. 

• 1 "Permitting of Small and Medium Sized Wind Turbine Projects in Idaho." 
Date Produced: 2005. Web. 
<http://www.energy.idaho.gov/informationresources/d/idwindpermitguide.pd
f>. 
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